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SUGGESTIONS OF THE COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL TAXATION
OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS
WITH REFERENCE TO THS “CONTEMPLATED WAR AND/OR
EXCESS-PROFITS TAX LAW

To assist the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
in the development of a sound and workable war and/or excess-profits
tax law which is now under consideration, the Committee on Federal

Taxation of the American Institute of Accountants submits this memo

randum outlining briefly its suggestions and recommendations.

These

are based on the experiences of this Committee with prior war and
excess-profits tax laws, and the incidence and application of income

tax statutes in force since their repeal.

In the absence of informa

tion as to whether or not any particular form of tax has been deter

mined upon, of the rates of tax contemplated, of the revenue produc
tion possibilities of the rates contemplated, and of the amount of
revenue desired to be obtained through the imposition of new taxes,

some of our suggestions are necessarily incomplete or tentative.
Furthermore, pending a decision regarding the type of additional tax
to be levied, no attempt is or can be made to deal in detail with all

the technical questions which must be considered in the light of the
particular basis upon which the additional taxes are to be imposed.

1.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

Recognizing that emergencies may demand and require prompt
action which may make it difficult to obtain the ideal result, this

Committee believes nevertheless that, so far as possible, the con
templated law should be drafted upon the basis of the following

fundamental principles:

-2(1) It should be definite in its application and its
provisions should be sufficiently clear and
unambiguous to enable a taxpayer to ascertain
with certainty the amount of his liability
growing out of accomplished or contemplated
transactions. Nothing interferes so seriously
with the normal conduct of business transactions
as uncertainty regarding the amount of tax
liability that may be involved.
(2) The law should be as simple as possible and in
volve the minimum of administrative difficulties
to the end that taxes payable thereunder can be
collected promptly without unduly burdening
the Bureau of Internal Revenue in making its
final determination of the amount of the
taxpayers’ liabilities.

(3) The form and rate of tax should be such as will
not hamper or delay the consummation of the
defense program.
(4) The law should equitably assess the burden upon
the taxpayers of the country on the basis of
the benefits to be derived or profits which
may be realized as a result of the proposed
defense program, for the financing of which
the additional taxes are required, and on the
basis of ability to pay, without substantial
inequities to either taxpayers or the Govern
ment.
It must be recognized that it will be difficult, if not im
possible, to develop a workable law that will avoid all inequities

because the provisions of such a law would require so many exemptions
exceptions, distinctions, or administrative discretions that it

could not meet the first three requirements set forth above.

Never

theless, it must also be recognized that a war and/or excess-profits

tax law will impose a substantial burden which should be equitably
apportioned among all taxpayers and, hence, great care must be
exercised to apportion such burden with the minimum of inequity.

It is preferable that further time be consumed in the study and
drafting of the now law than that its completion be hastened and
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result in an ill-considered, unsound statute.
It is believed that this can be substantially accomplished
on the basis of visualizing the possibilities of the application of

specific provisions of the law to the many types of business, tax

payers, and situations that will be involved, and then providing for

such inequities as such a study will indicate might arise with

sufficient frequency and in sufficient amount to require alleviation.
Assistance in this respect can be obtained not only through a review
of our experiences with the 1918-1921 war and excess-profits tax laws

but also through the medium of persons or organizations in close con

tact with business activities and developments such as the members
of the American Institute of Accountants, the various Bar associa

tions and business organizations, as well as the officials of the

Treasury Department.

Such persons, through their knowledge of past

experiences and business activities, can develop the possible in
equities which might arise under such legislation as may be contem

plated, present them for consideration, and suggest such methods of

alleviation as may seem desirable.

Obviously, of course, all diffi

culties which might arise in isolated cases cannot be anticipated or
overcome but many of the major problems can be dealt with and taken

care of in advance.

In this connection the members of the American

Institute of Accountants will bo very glad to cooperate and assist

the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.
A further and very important factor to be considered is the

date upon which the new legislation will become effective.

We strong

ly urge that it should not be made retroactively effective but should
apply to incomes for the fiscal years beginning January 1, 1941, or

later.

This seems logical because whatever business profits may

arise out of the defense program will not be realized until 1941 and,

as legislation authorizing the borrowing of the amount required for
the defense program has already been enacted, the delay in receipt
of the income from new taxes will merely involve one additional year
of temporary financing.

A prospective application of the law, how

ever, will avoid the undesirable effect of levying substantial ad
ditional taxes on the results of transactions already completed or
undertaken without such now tax burdens in view.
2.

ON WHICH TAXPAYERS SHOULD THE PROPOSED
ADDITIONAL TAXES BE IMPOSED

It is the recommendation of our Committee that any war or

excess-profits tax which may be imposed should apply only to corpora
tions or trusts, associations, etc., taxable as such, and should not
apply to individuals, partnerships, or ordinary trusts, for the fol
lowing reasons:

(a) Most business income available for taxation (about 85%)
is earned by corporations and further most business income
earned by individuals and partnerships is not of the type
likely to benefit from defense program activities but
arises out of small local businesses such as storekeeping,
merchandising and farming. On the other hand, returns of
individuals far outnumber returns of corporations.
(b) Treasury statistics of income show the following for 1936:
Reported on individual returns showing net incomes
of $5,000.00* or more:
Business income (which includes
service income of $492,388,000)..$1,021,608,000
Partnership income (no details as
to service income included)...........
791,010,000
Sub-total
$1,812,618,000

Net Income reported on corporation
returns........................ ........................ 9,478,241,000
Grand Total
$11,290,859,000

*It is assumed net incomes of under $5,000.00 would not be subjected
to excess profits tax in any event, and they are therefore excluded.

-5Thus, excluding individuals, partnerships, and trusts from
the application of a war and excess-profits tax law will
make unnecessary the consideration of the liability of
many taxpayers under it, a large percentage of which
incidentally would probably be unable to determine their
liabilities, if any. The administration of the revenue
statutes would be greatly facilitated rather than
burdened with the requirement to investigate the liability
of a large number of taxpayers whose liability would pro
bably be negligible or nil anyway. Furthermore, many
taxpayers would thus be saved the burden of preparing
and filing such returns as may be required for that
purpose.

(c) Should an attempt be made to apply war and excess-profits
tax provisions to individuals, a difficult problem will
arise with respect to the proper allowance to be made
for compensation for the services of the individuals
and the partners to their businesses which it has not
been customary for them to pay as such and which have
not heretofore been allowable as deductions on income
tax returns. Should sone arbitrary method of deter
mining compensation be included in the statute, the
individual would then be penalized in comparison
with a corporation unless the arbitrary formula were
also applied to corporations. This in turn would be
inequitable as no arbitrary formula can produce the
proper result when service values necessarily vary
materially.
(d) Income which is earned by an individual, directly or
through a partnership, is now subjected to surtaxes
in addition to normal income taxes, while corporate
income, on the other hand, is taxed at 20.9% (some
what less if income is under $25,000.00). Individual
surtaxes have recently been increased substantially
in the intermediate brackets so that income, relatively
moderate in amount, when earned directly by the individual
will be subjected to tax at rates in excess of the
corporate tax rate. Hence, it is believed that it
would be only reasonable and fair to limit the appli
cation of war and excess-profits tax provisions to
corporate taxpayers.

(e) While it is true that corporate income, when distributed
in the form of dividends, is subjected to the same
surtaxes payable by individuals on business income
earned directly, it is likely that the need for
expansion of operations will require the retention
of a substantial part of corporate income which,
therefore, will not be available for distribution,
so that all corporate income will not be subjected
to individual surtaxes. Individuals, however, are
required to pay surtaxes on all income even if

-6all of it must be left in the business to provide
for the expansion which undoubtedly will be necessary
for the successful consummation of the defense program.
3. SPECIAL TREATMENT WHICH MAY BE REQUIRED
FOR CERTAIN TYPES OF CORPORATIONS

In order to accomplish a substantial equity, it may be

necessary to exempt certain types of corporations from the war and
excess-profits taxes or, in some way or other, alleviate the burden.

These are personal service corporations and personal holding corpora

tions .
Personal service corporations :
As to personal service corporations, the income of which

is derived primarily from personal services of individuals rather

than from business operations and, hence not so likely to be influ

enced by defense program activities, and in which capital is not a

material factor, the imposition of excess-profits taxes, based on

the relationship between income and capital, or war-profits taxes
based on increased earnings, would necessarily work undue hardship.
One possible solution would be to include in the contemplated law a
provision similar to that contained in the 1918-1921 Acts whereby

such corporations, at the election of the shareholders, would not
be required to pay any income, war or excess-profits tax, but the
total corporate income would be taxed to the shareholders at normal

income and surtax rates as though it had been earned by them directly.

This would place such taxpayers in the same position as other
individuals deriving income from services but not using the corporateform.

The provisions of the 1918-1921 Acts, with such modifications

-7as our past experiences with then indicate desirable, could be re
enacted.

However, an alternative suggestion is later made which, in

the opinion of this Committee, seems preferable.
Personal holding corporations;
Personal holding corporations are now subjected to heavy

surtaxes if income is not distributed and the income is subjected to

high surtaxes if it is distributed.

Such corporations arc generally

not engaged in business activities and must, to acquire that classi
fication

derive their income primarily from investment sources which

in turn is mainly derived from the income of corporate business which
will otherwise be subjected to war and excess-profits taxes.

Because of the high taxes now levied on personal holding

corporations and because the effect thereof is to tax the income
earned, whether or not distributed, on a basis substantially equal
to what would be payable if the personal holding corporation did not

exist, and further, because it is proposed that income of individuals
or partnerships whether from business operations or services, be not

subjected to the war and excess-profits taxes, it would seem only

fair and reasonable to exempt corporations of that type from such
taxes.

Alternative suggestion:

It is realized that some difficulties were experienced under
the prior laws, and will undoubtedly bo experienced under a new law
containing similar provisions, in determining whether or not any

particular corporation was a personal service corporation.

It is

not always simple to determine the relative income productivity of

-8capital or services.

To avoid these difficulties, to simplify the

tax structure, and to make for more certain determination of liabili

ties, it is suggested that all corporations be given the right to
claim exemption from war and/or excess-profits tax payments, pro

vided all stockholders agree to take up in their individual returns

their pro rata shares of the corporate earnings.

All such corpora

tions, of course, should be required to pay the normal income taxes.
This is similar to the present consent dividend arrangement- applied
to personal holding corporations and to personal holding company sur
taxes.

Should this suggestion be adopted, we believe that the

consent dividend provision relating to personal. holding company and
personal holding company surtaxes should be modified so as to require

the individual shareholders to reflect in personal income tax returns
under the consent dividend arrangement only their pro rata shares

of such amount of corporate income as it

be necessary for the

personal holding company to distribute to save the payment of person
al holding company surtaxes.

At present there is a discrepancy

between the two amounts and there seems to be no logical reason why

the personal holding company shareholders should be required to pay
tax on a consent dividend basis on a larger amount of income than
would be subjected to tax on a distribution basis.
The alternative suggestion would

avoid the controversy

regarding the status of any corporation, and it is believed that the
requirement that all shareholders consent to taxation on pro rata

shares of the income would, by reason of the inherent difficulties
in obtaining such consents from a large number of shareholders, limit
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its application to corporations with a relatively small number of

stockholders.

Where corporate income is la/, the war or excess-

profits tax that might otherwise be payable is likely to be small in
amount and not much less than what will be payable by the individuals
on their distributive shares of the income, having in mind that all

income is not customarily distributed.

If the corporate income

should be high the consent dividend method, even if available, will
not likely be selected.

Such a provision would also eliminate the problem of ap
plying the provisions of Section 102 to such cases where the consent
dividend method is availed of.

4.

AVAILABLE SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL TAXES

This Memorandum is limited to a consideration of taxes
measured by net income in one form or another, of which three forms

are available to provide the revenue required to finance the defense

program, to wit:
(1) Normal income tax
(2) War profits tax
(3) Excess-profits tax

Normal Income Tax:
While the rate of taxation must depend to sone extent on

the revenue desired to be obtained therefrom, it is believed that
inasmuch as income tax rates have recently been increased by over 15%

it would be desirable to make no further increase of consequence in
the normal rate unless the contemplated war and excess-profits taxes

-10would require a discouraging or prohibitive rate to produce the

necessary revenue.
War profits tax:
Our conception of a war profits tax law is one which

levies an additional and, we assume, fairly substantial burden on
profits earned as the result of expenditures for and activities of

the defense program, which earnings resulting directly or indirectly
from that source may be measured by the excess during the defense

program period over earnings during what might be termed a normal
period, with appropriate adjustments for increase or decrease in

capital employed.

Although the tern ''war profits tax" is here used

because its meaning is widely understood, the terminology might well
be altered to define it as a "defense program tax."
Excess-profits tax:
Our conception of an excess-prof its tax law is one which

levies an additional burden on a graduated scale on earnings in
excess of a specified return on capital, regardless of prior normal

non-war or defense program period earnings.
5. WAR PROFITS TAX
In theory, a war profits tax presents the best plan for

raising additional taxes required by the defense program on the in
come purportedly developed as the result of such program.

It is

assumed here that the incidence of a war profits tax would not be
limited to profits arising directly out of defense program contracts

or earned by corporations performing such contracts but would apply
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to the income of all corporate business activities.

It naturally follows that the higher the rate of tax pro
posed, the greater will be the need for determining and allowing

equitable and proper exemptions which will meet all situations and

conditions.

The development of such a war profits tax law will,

therefore, involve the consideration of the following:
(1) The pre-war period to be used as the base.
(2) The proper rate to be allowed for the ad
justment of the pre-war base earnings
in recognition of increase or decrease
in capital investment.
(3) The question of carrying over exemptions
not absorbed in any one year.

Pre-war base period:
Because the present defense program period has been im

mediately preceded by a series of abnormal depression or recon
struction years which have not affected all businesses alike or to

the same extent, we face a different problem from that which we

faced when the 1918 war profits tax law was enacted.

The years

1935 to 1939, inclusive, or some of them, may represent normal
business years to a number of taxpayers, but it is believed that the

years 1924 to 1927, inclusive, were more normal for a larger number
of taxpayers.

Certain businesses operate in cycles, and of these
the construction business and heavy industries are striking examples
They suffer severely during depression years and are relatively slow
to recover.

Other businesses, such as those of merchandising and

food, operate on a more level basis though, of course, earnings may
increase somewhat in times of accelerated business activity.

Many

heavy industries are only now emerging from the depression and in

-12such cases the imposition of a war profits tax, based on income in

excess of earnings during the 1935 to 1939 period or a portion there
of (which in most such cases were slight, if any), would be unreason

able.

On the other hand , to go back to the years 1924 to 1927 night

be inequitable for businesses which at that tine were in process of

development or establishment and which would not, therefore, have

reached during those years a normal earnings level.

Hence, it is suggested that, as a base period, cor
porations be given the option of selecting any three consecutive
years of the 1924-7 period, or any three consecutive years during

the 1935-1939 period, (but not part of each period).

This will ex

clude from consideration the abnormal 1926-1929 period and the sub
normal depression or reconstruction period, and yet will provide
corporations with an option that will protect, from inequitable

result, those companies which by reason of the type of business in
which they are engaged, have only recently emerged from the depths
of the depression and which would , therefore, not be provided with

an equitable base exemption if they should be limited to the 1935-

1939 period.
Rate of adjustment for changes in capital:

The next problem involves the rate of earnings bo be

allowed on additional capital invested or to be deducted on capital
withdrawals, for the purpose of adjusting the base period earnings

for capital changes or for providing exemptions for those companies

which have not been in existence long enough to have established an
earnings basis or, further, for such companies as may, by reason of

the nature of their businesses, have derived inadequate earnings
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during all the elective base period years.

All rates must neces

sarily be corelated and it seems reasonable that the rate of exemption

to be allowed should be in relation to the rate of tax to be imposed
on the excess earnings.

Naturally, the higher the rate of tax, the

more essential it is that an adequate exemption basis be established.
In the 1918 law a 10% rate was found satisfactory.

However, at this

time our Committee believes that it should make no recommendation
regarding the rate of exemption, pending a determination of the rate
of tax to be imposed.

Carry-over of unused exemption:
This is a matter that requires careful consideration and
with respect to which this Committee feels that appropriate relief
should be accorded.

It is a common experience that when a substan

tial expansion of operations is undertaken, particularly when exten

sion of plant facilities is required, there are incurred expanses
which are not offset by adequate income , which expenses will logical
ly and naturally be recouped out of future income.

Furthermore, in

many cases the completed contract basis of accounting may have been

adopted in the past and as a result the realization of income from
operations may be deferred in such a manner as to accumulate in one

year, for tax purposes, the earnings from operations for a longer
period.

When such a basis has been adopted, it must be continued

unless permission to change it is obtained from the Commissioner.

Under the 1913 Act discretionary special assessment pro

visions were included in the statute to meet those situations among
others.

However, that particular provision of the law was most un

satisfactory, involved what was frequently termed a "grab bag”

-14proposition, involved serious administrative difficulties, and in
many instances did not result in equitable taxation because of the

lack of time comparatives.

It is considered desirable to avoid the

need for the inclusion of a similar provision in the legislation now
under consideration.

Furthermore, with respect to the expansion of operations,

it is to be observed that the war profits tax became effective on

January 1, 1918, which was about nine months after the United States

entered the World War and three years after operations started to
expand as the result of business developed after the start of the
war in 1914.

Hence the problem of additional expenses and delayed

income resulting from expansion of operations and productive facili

ties was not experienced to the degree that it is likely to be
experienced in the immediate future.

It is recommended, therefore,

that if in any year during the incidence of a war profits tax the

taxable earnings should be less than the allowable exemption, the
taxpayer should be permitted to carry forward the unused exemption
to future years, to the end that no income will be subjected to war
profits tax until the aggregate accumulated earnings of the period

exceed the accumulated exemptions.

This will mitigate the effect of

the requirement that taxation must be measured by annual periods
although income and expenses may overlap between the periods.

Furthermore, there is precedent for such an arrangement as in the
1918 statute losses sustained in subsequent years could, under cer
tain conditions, be carried back and deducted in 1918, the war profit

tax year.

-156. EXCESS-PROFITS TAX

The imposition of a tax on excess-profits finds its justi

fication in the fact that it levies the greater burden on those with

the greater ability to pay by reason of having earned a larger in
come in relation to the capital, employed as well as, perhaps, the

probability that to some extent the earning of a more substantial
profit may represent a benefit derived in part from the defense pro

gram activities.

Such a "super-tax” appears justified Ln general

theory on the basis of the unusually heavy burden that must be

carried by the taxpayers and the business of the country in times
of a national emergency.

The drafting of such a tax law involves the consideration
of three factors, to wit:

(1) The rate of tax and whether it should be a series
of graduated rates or a single rate.
(2) The rate of exemption on the basic capital to be
recognized.
(3) The basis for determining the so-called invested
capital to which the base exemption rate will
be applied.

Rate of tax:
Here also this Committee is not prepared to suggest at this

time any particular rate of tax as that necessarily depends upon the
probable income to be realized from such rates of tax as might be

proposed and the amount of tax to be raised.

It is important, how

ever, that whatever may be proposed should not be so burdensome or
so prohibitive as to retard business development and the consummation
of the defense program.

While it is our opinion that business, given

an opportunity to earn a reasonable return on its capital without
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running too serious a risk of loss, wo
uld be willing to accept a tax
law and pay a tax that might take a substantial portion of the excess
earnings and at the same time be ready, vailing, and anxious to work

whole-heartedly and completely to accomplish the defense program,

nevertheless, there is a limit beyond which the best results cannot

be obtained.
As to the question of whether the excess-profits tax should
involve the assessment of a single rate on all income in excess of

allowable exemptions or on a graduated scale , the rate increasing as
the ratio of earnings to

increases, it is the suggestion of

this Committee that a single rate be adopted even though such rate

might be higher than would be the lowest rate in a graduated scale.
Under such a method the danger of considerable litigation with
respect to the year in which income should be taxed or deductions

allowed, because of the variance between the applicable tax brackets
in one year compared to another, would be minimized.

Furthermore,

as developed in the application of the 1917-1921 excess-profits tax

laws in cases where the ratio of income to invested capital was un
usually large so that the higher tax brackets applied, the case

usually involved circumstances in which the statutory method of de
termining the invested capital did not produce a true result.

For

instance, in some cases where the limitation on. the inclusion in

invested capital of intangible assets was an important factor, it
was found that by reason of that limitation proper recognition was

not accorded to the cost of intangible assets either purchased or
developed through advertising and other types of expenditures

written off prior to the tax years.

When earnings were thus com-
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pared with invested capital that included only the tangible assets
and a limited portion of intangible assets, the resulting ratio was
high.

Such taxpayers found it necessary to resort to the special

assessment relief provision.

Thus, the adoption of a single rate

of tax would avoid such inequity as well as potential litigation

and dispute first referred to, and help to make unnecessary the in
clusion of any discretionary relief provision such as special assess

ment which, in the opinion of this Committee, should be avoided if
possible .

Rate of exemption on basic capital:
Here, also, our Committee does not feel that it is in
position to make concrete suggestions because the rate of exemption

that should be allowed before earnings are subjected to any excess

profits tax depends on three factors, none of which are yet known to
this Committee.

They are the rate of tax, the basic capital on which

the exemption is to be computed, and the revenue it is desired to

raise.
Basic capital to which the rate of exemption is to be applied:

By reason of the many factors involved and the changes
which have taken place in the ownership of capital, during the past

twenty years, this is one of the most serious problems presented in

the effort to develop a sound and equitable excess-profits tax law.
Although the vehicle of taxation is to be the corporate entity, the

true owners of the capital represented and of the earnings derived
therefrom are the individuals who own the stocks representing such
corporate capital.

It is they who, in the final analysis, will

-18bear the burden of the excess-profits tax, and there has been a

tremendous turnover in the ownership of corporate capital stock,
especially the older and long-established corporations, in the past
twenty years.

How best to deal with the difficulties that this

situation presents is a most serious problem.

Basically, the methods of determining capital nay be sum
marized as follows:

(1) Base the capital on the valuation of the assets, less
liabilities, as of some basic date.
(2) Recognize in some way the aggregate of the capital in
vested in the stock of the corporations involved
by the owners thereof, whether that capital invest
ment of the owners was paid in to the corporation
or paid to someone else for the acquisition of the
stock.

(3) Determine the basic capital investment along the lines
of the 1918 Statute, so that the exemption would be
based on the capital originally paid in to the corpor
ation, either at organization or later, plus accumu
lated retained earnings, if any.
(4) Base the exemption on original capital paid in and
still employed in the business. The essential dis
tinction between method (3) and method (4) is the
treatment of deficits or accumulated losses which
may have been incurred after capital was paid in
and which, in the case of method (3), would not be
deducted but which, in the case of method (4), would
be deducted from the capital paid in.
(5) A declared value as in the present capital stock tax
law.
Valuation basis:
Though this method is suggested in order to complete the

statement of rhe possibilities available and in certain theoretical
reasonings may be regarded as the one most equitable to the individual
shareholders, inasmuch as it would put them all on the same basis,

it is not recommended for adoption by this Committee for two principe
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reasons which need not be enlarged upon in detail.

The first is that it would require a wholesale revaluation
of properties as of the basic date, which would be utterly impracti

cable, and would result not only in a delay of years in the deter

mination of liability and the payment of taxes but in interminable
disputes and much litigation.

Secondly, no taxpayer corporation could possibly know for

many years to come the amount of its existing tax liability, let
alone what it would be on prospective transactions.

Recognizing the Stockholders' investment:
There is much to be said for rhe idea that inasmuch as the
stockholders ultimately bear the burden of whatever excess-profits

or war profits taxes nay be levied, sone recognition should bo given
to the amount invested by the stockholders whether that be a direct

investment in the corporation or an acquisition of stock from a
former stockholder.

This is particularly important in the case of

the stockholders of the larger and older corporations because during
the past twenty years or so there has been a material turnover in

the ownership of the stock of corporations of that type.

On the

other hand, it must be recognized that as a direct method of deter

mining the invested capital, such a procedure would be most impracti
cable.

Being unworkable, it must therefore be disregarded.

Invested capital based on capital paid in to the corporation
or accumulated and retained through earnings:
This is the basis that was followed in the 1917-1921 war

profits and excess-profits tax Acts and commends itself by reason of
its relative simplicity in comparison with other methods of determin
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ing invested capital.

It has two possible variations, depending

upon the treatment of what might bo called "accumulated deficit,"
involving on the one hand the deduction of such deficit from the

capital paid in and on the other hand the non-deduction of such
deficit leaving as a minimum basis the capital paid in.

It seems logical that if the basis for exemption is to be
the original capital of the corporation, based on original cost of
properties, and recognition is not to bo given to subsequent valu

ation changes, then that original capital paid in plus, of course,

capital subsequently paid in (if any) should provide the minimum
basis for excess-profits tax exemption.
A declared value:

Another method to consider is the one now in use in con
nection with the present capital stock excess-profits tax laws.

This involves a declaration of a value, on the part of the taxpayer
corporation, on which subsequent excess-profits tax exemptions arc

based.

Obviously, a continuation of the present law with the same

ratio between the capital stock tax rate and excess-profits tax
rates would produce insufficient income , al though the receipts from

capital stock taxes might well increase.

Hence, the use of such a

method requires a substantial increase in the rate of the capital

stock tax.

That would undoubtedly load to the payment of substan

tial taxes by many corporations in order to avoid the gamble of

excess-profits taxes which corporations later might not earn suf
ficient income to justify it.

This departs from the ability to pay

principal.

Furthermore, the unsoundness of the present law which
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requires the taxpayer to gamble , in effect, on future earnings would

bo accentuated materially.
again is undesirable.

It would provide an uncertainty which

It would mean that the best guessers would

pay the least tax and the worst guessers would pay the most tax,
even though the worst guessers, so far as taxes are concerned, might
well be the best producers of the materials for defense.

Though

such a method would be simpler than anything else that can be sug
gested, the unsoundness and inequity of it leads us to recommend

that it not be considered.

Furthermore, it may be harmful in tint

it might create taxpayer resentment which is unfortunate at any time

but which would bo particularly unfortunate at times of an emergency

like the present when the cooperation and full support of every
person is essential.
1918-1921 BASIS
In view of the fact that our consideration of this natter

leads us to the conclusion that for the purpose of determining basic
invested capital, the most feasible method, in general, is to re

cognize the capital paid in to the corporation without reduction for
accumulated deficit , if any, but with addition for accumulated earn
ings, if any, which was the basis that was followed in the 1918-1921

tax laws.

We, accordingly, recommend that for the law now in contem

plation the 1918-1921 laws be used as a basis.

This doos not mean

that the exact law should be followed because out of our experience

with it in the past we know that certain phases of it require modi
fication.

However, adopting it as the basic storting point and mak

ing such modifications as seen desirable, the use of such a method

would be advantageous for the following reasons:
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(1) We have had experience with it and know how it works.
The bad. features can be corrected. The adoption of
any other basis would leave us in the dark as to how
it will work in the future except to the extent that
we can correctly prognosticate it.
(2) The courts have passed on many phases of that law and
have cleared up many of its ambiguities. Having
thus interpreted much of it, there will be fewer
uncertainties and undoubtedly less litigation than
would result from the adoption of an entirely new
basis.

(3) In the case of corporations that were organized during
or prior to the 1918-1921 period, invested capital in
most instances has been determined and settled.
(4) While it will be necessary to determine the capital of
corporations subsequently organized we will certainly
not experience the difficulties with such new corpo
rations as were experienced with respect to the
companies organized prior to 1918. It is true that
there was a great deal of difficulty and much litiga
tion, but that arose primarily out of situations and
circumstances that will not be present in the case of
corporations organized since that time. Practically
all of the difficulties under the old law, except
those that involved legal interpretations , most of
which have since been disposed of by court decisions,
grew out of the fact that prior to 1917 accounts were
not kept on a basis that closely approximated income
tax requirements. That has not been so since 1918,
and where differences have existed since that time,
the record is clear and can be readily followed
through the income tax returns and the differences
between taxable income and book income. Likewise,
better accounting methods and principles have been
developed and are more widely followed.

Another cause of the difficulty in the 1918 Act was
the absence of records for the earlier years,
especially in the case of corporations that were
organized many years prior to 1913. That difficulty
is not likely to be experienced with respect to
corporations organized during the last twenty years.
Finally, many of our 1913 difficulties grew out of
the fact that it was necessary to determine values
of property as of date of organization even though
the organization date might have been many years
prior. It is difficult enough to make a retrospective
appraisal in the first instance but it became exceedingly
difficult when the data were not available. It neverthe
less had to be determined. For a corporation since
organized, such difficulty should not be anticipated
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or experienced to any material extent because if
valuation is required, it probably has been made already
in connection with income tax determination, and even if
it is required in a few cases it is more than likely
that adequate data will be available, not only with
respect to the properties themselves but with respect
to values in general.
(5) As indicated, it will undoubtedly be desirable to modify
the 1918-1921 model to overcome the difficulties that
arose out of that law. Some of the matters to be
considered will be referred to later.
Should a war profits tax also be enacted, it will be neces

sary to establish a capital base in order to measure the fluctuation

between the so-called pre-war period and the current years. Though the

measuring of the change will not be as complicated as the determina
tion of the total capital because, so far as changes are concerned,
the increases or decreases since the base period are all that need

be considered, we nevertheless recommend that the same basis for

determining invested capital as may be used for excess-profits tax
purposes should also be used for war profits tax purposes if a war

profits tax law should be enacted.

SHOULD WE HAVE A WAR PROFITS OR EXCESS-PROFITS TAX OR BOTH?

Whether we should have a war profits tax, an excess-profits
tax, or both, depends on the revenues required and the rates to be
proposed.

Before discussing several possibilities, it is desired

first to suggest that, in any event, to determine the amount of in
come to be subjected to war or excess-profits taxes, there should be

deducted from the income otherwise determined the amount of income

tax payable thereon.
these possibilities:

As to the excess income, there then remain
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(1) A war profits tax only.
(2) The imposition of both war profits and excess-profits
taxes, both to be paid in which case, of course, the
rates would have to be lower than any other basis.
(3) Both war profits and excess-profits taxes, with the
taxpayer being required to pay whichever is greater.
In such a case a higher rate would be required than
under (2), above.

(4) The imposition of what might be called a combined war
and excess-profits tax under which one tax would be
imposed, but the rate of exemption on the basic
invested capital would fluctuate in accordance with
the ratio of earnings during the pre-war or base period.
Assuming that a war profits tax alone will provide in

sufficient revenue , which we understand is the probability, it is
the suggestion of this Committee that the fourth possibility men

tioned above, namely, the imposition of one tax which may be culled
a combined excess-profits and war profits tax, providing for a

fluctuating exemption rate on the basic capital in accordance with
the earnings in the base pre-war period, .is the most logical and
will be the simplest and most desirable method.

Such a law will involve the payment of only one tax.

It

will ensure certain minimum exemptions yet wall recognize the normal

earnings of the base period in the fluctuating exemption rate, which
should have a maximum and minimum of something like 8% to 12%.

By

imposing a maximum exemption rate, it will ensure not placing too

much stress in the assessment of the tax burden on pre-war or base
period earnings.

At the same time it would also overcome one of the

objections to an excess-profits tax which is based solely on in

vested capital paid in the case of the older corporations whose stock

has changed hands and is now held to a large extent by the rank and

file of the investing public.

To the extent that present stock
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price was based on earnings.

In such cases even though the capital

of the corporation may be too low in relation to what the stock

holders paid for their investment because they may be required to
use the amount originally paid in years ago, the factor of earnings
will provide for a greater rate of exemption on the lower capital.
As to rates we favor a relatively high exemption rate even

though that should require a higher excess-profits tax rate.

PRESEN
T EXCESS-PROFITS TAXES AND VINSON-TRAMMELL ACT TAXES
It should follow that if a general excess-profits tax, war

profits tax, or combination of both, should be imposed, it will be

necessary to eliminate the present excess-profits taxes now payable
on the basis of the declared capital stock value exemptions and the

Vinson-Trammell Act taxes.

If it should be necessary to retain a

capital stock tax in order to provide the necessary revenue, then
the present method of allowing for a declared value should be

eliminated and the capital stock tax should be based on the amount
of invested capital which is to provide the basis for the excess-

profits tax exemption.

It is believed that such a basis would at

least double the revenue from capital stock taxes.
We also recommend in this respect that the amount of the
capital stock tax should be determined on the seme return as the

income tax and that the tax should be payable in the same manner as

the income tax.

This would facilitate administration as the deter

mination of the basis for excess-profits tax exemption would auto
matically determine the basis for capital stock tax, it would sim

plify collection in that the tax would be paid at the same time and
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as part of the income tax, and it would simplify the problem of tax
payers who would not thus have to prepare separate returns.

It

would also avoid the problems that arose in connection with the old

capital stock laws when the tax was based on the value of the stock

as of June 30 each year and presented annual valuation problems.
CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

It must follow as a fundamental requirement that if busi

ness is to be subjected to an excess-profits or war profits tax, the

business enterprise as a whole should be subjected to that tax and
not the individual units or divisions just because such individual
units in some cases happen to be separate corporations.

The use of

separate corporations or subsidiary corporations is essential in
many cases because of bond issue requirements, need to retain trade

names or goodwill, state laws and regulations, etc.

While much pro

gress has been made in eliminating unnecessary subsidiaries, there
are many situations in which the retention of subsidiaries is abso

lutely necessary.

The requirement that all affiliated groups file

consolidated returns, and this should be a mandatory requirement, will
avoid the duplication of capital which might result if each company
is taxed separately, it would tax the true economic business income,

it would eliminate the possibility of intercompany transactions im

properly affecting the revenues, and would simplify the law and
business operations.

We have seen some of the difficulties that

have already developed in connection with the handling of defense

program contracts, or more particularly

contracts for foreign war

materials, when the set-up of affiliated corporations is such that
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We think

it imperative, therefore, that consolidated returns be made mandatory
in any excess-profits or war profits tax law, and the same rule

should also apply for income tax purposes.

We would suggest in connection with the consolidated re
turn requirements that the basis and method of determining consoli

dated income and invested capital should be provided for by lav/ and
not left to the discretion of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
through the promulgation of regulations.

Some of our difficulties

prior to 1929 arose out of the fact that the law did not specify
the basis and method of determining consolidated invested capital

or income.

Starting with 1929, regulations of the Commissioner

covered many of the problems, and on the basis of our experience

with those regulations it will now be possible to include in the

law the necessary provisions for that purpose.

The mechanical

features of it, such as those which relate to the form of and manner
of filing of returns, making of assessments, payment of tax, audit
of returns, etc. , can well be left to the discretion of the Commis

sioner.
We also recommend that the basis upon which consolidated

income and invested capital should be determined should be that of
the true accounting basis of consolidating the income and statements

of assets and liabilities so as to reflect the result as though but

one corporation were in existence.

This is mentioned because the

theory was built up in connection with consolidated returns prior

to 1929 that each corporation was nevertheless a taxpayer and that
consolidation meant, in effect, merely adding together the incomes

and capitals of the several corporations involved.

Thus, for
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example, intercompany dividends were not disregarded nor were inter
company transactions, except to the extent that they resulted in a

profit which was not realized by a transaction outside the group.
Losses when carried forward had to be based on the results of the

separate companies, even to the extent of including in income to

determine the amount of a carry-forward loss

the intercompany

dividends, which thus made the total income, figuring each company’s
income separately and adding them together, exceed the true consoli
dated income.

That is not a true consolidated basis.

We further recommend that the basis for consolidated re
turns should be 80% ownership of the voting control and should in

clude the so-called ”A” and ”B” types, otherwise referred to as the
"parent” and "subsidiary” and the "brother-brother” relationship.

Further special subjects to be considered, and with
respect to which we are not yet in position to make recommendation,
involve the effect to be given to transactions in recent years in
which the subsidiaries were liquidated, the base period earnings of

former subsidiaries no longer in the group, and the effect to be

given to the base period earnings of corporations that were not then

subsidiaries but arc now subsidiaries of affiliated groups.

SPECIAL MATTERS TO BE CONSIDERED IF THE
1913-1921 EXCESS-PROFITS TAX BASIS BE USED AS THE MODEL
Reorganizations:

Since the reorganization sections were first included in

our revenue statutes, there have been numerous consolidations,
mergers, and liquidations which in one way or another were affected

by the reorganization provisions.

However, from time to time the
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reorganization sections of the law have been amended.

Thus certain

types of transactions effected in one year resulted in what is known
as a "stepped-up” basis, even though no tax was payable on income

of any party to the transaction, while a similar transaction consum

mated a year later under a different law resulted in no “stepped-up”
basis.

Likewise, some cases were closed on a basis different to what

the courts later held to be the correct principle.

We believe that,

for invested capital purposes, a uniform treatment should be estab

lished.
Changes during the year:
Under the old law considerable difficulty was experienced
with respect to the adjustment of the opening invested capital for

changes during the year.

It was necessary on some occasions to make

tentative tax estimates; it was necessary to make adjustment for
income tax payments during the year and for dividend payments.

It

is suggested that these difficulties bo eliminated by providing that
the only changes during the year to be recognized should be addition

al capital contributions and distributions representing a return of
capital on which the shareholder is not taxable as a dividend but
which are treated merely as returns to be applied against the

original basic cost.

Intangible assets:
Careful study should be made of the effect under the old

law of the limitation on the inclusion of intangible assets as well
as the decisions determining what constituted intangible assets in

given cases.
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Depreciation deductions:
In recent years numerous depreciation adjustments have

been made under T. D. 4422.

However, the effective date of these

adjustments has not been consistent and in some cases the allowances

of a taxpayer as far back as 1925 have been affected, while in other
cases the application is started only with the year 1938.

The ef

fect of the Bureau’s adjustments has been to materially reduce many
depreciation charges.

We are not attempting to discuss this natter

in detail, but consideration should be given to the question of

whether or not the base period earnings and invested capital should

be adjusted with respect to the depreciation deduction to the same
basis as that on which depreciation is to be allowed in the current
years.

Dividends and inadmissible assets:
In the administration of the 1918-1921 Revenue Act con

siderable difficulty was experienced in connection with the treatment

of inadmissible assets and dividends received from other corpora
tions.

It is doubtful if the effect of these adjustments on the

revenue or the equities as between taxpayers justified the diffi

culty experienced.

We believe that special consideration should be

given to this feature with the thought that perhaps dividends night

well be included in income subject to excess-profits taxes and no
adjustment be made to the base invested capital, particularly if
consolidated returns are provided for.

Such treatment would mater

ially simplify the law and its administration.
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Capital gains and losses:
Because of the wide fluctuation in the treatment of capi

tal gains and losses during recent years, and because they have been
more numerous than they were in the years covered by the prior war
profits and excess-profits tax Acts we believe that special consider

ation should be given to the treatment of capital gains and losses
not only in the current years but in determining the base period in

come.

It may well be that their inclusion would result in undue

hardship in such cases where capital losses were written off in the

1935-1939 period, although they were really sustained to a major ex

tent in the prior years when business was at its lowest level, while
during current years capital gains may be realized, due to the fact
that losses have been substantially absorbed.

The inclusion of such

capital gains and losses would in those cases thus have the double
effect of reducing the base period earnings and increasing the cur
rent earnings, although in reality they have little or no relation to

real current business activity, profits made out of the defense pro
gram activity, or ability to pay higher taxes.

AMORTIZATION OF NEW FACILITIES AND DEPRECIATION ON OLD FACILITIES

One of the most important factors entering into business

today, particularly such business as may grow out of the defense

program which requires an expansion of productive facilities or the
development and acquisition of new facilities to make new products,
is the problem of recouping from income the cost of such facilities.

Also important is the proper recognition of the wear and tear that
will be sustained by previously acquired facilities.

Not only does
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the pressure of continued operation or extra-time operation result
in greater wear end tear but in many instances the conversion of

equipment into production of war facilities will in itself result in
greater wear and tear than would be experienced on normal commercial

production.

A typical illustration is the effect of the production

of heavier cotton goods such as would be required for war purposes

in relation to the wear and tear resulting from the normal product

ion of lighter cotton goods, even though the machinery be operated

for the same number of hours per day or per week.
With respect to amortization, we recommend that the cost

of facilities acquired during the defense program period be written

off over a five-year period which it is indicated will be the pro
gram period.

We suggest that this should be not limited to equip

ment acquired directly and solely for the production of articles

under contracts with the United States Government but that it be

applied to all equipment and machinery acquired for any purpose.
If war and excess-profits taxes are to be applied to all taxpayers
on the theory that increased profits will be due in part to the

defense program activity even though the particular taxpayer may not
directly produce any of the defense materials, then it should follow

that such taxpayers should be accorded similar treatment with re
spect to amortization of machinery and equipment costs.

Such an

allowance would undoubtedly stimulate the purchase of additional
equipment which, in turn, would stimulate business activity in non

defense channels and in the long run might well produce even more
revenue than if the amortization deduction wore limited only to

equipment acquired to produce defense materials.

-33Likewise, the law should contain definite allowances and
provisions for the deduction of additional depreciation to cover the
extra loss resulting from the pressure that will undoubtedly be

experienced during the next five years.

Recent experiences of tax

payers with the determination of depreciation deductions by the

Bureau of Internal Revenue indicate unsatisfactory probabilities for

the future.

Depreciation deductions have been based on experiences

of recent past years, particularly depression years when the turn

over and replacement rates of productive facilities were exceedingly
low.

We now face an entirely different picture and past experience

will be no criterion for the future.

We believe, therefore, that the

law should contain a specific provision allowing specified percent

ages of normal depreciation for additional depreciation to cover
abnormal operation.
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